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“If you want to follow me first sell what you have and give to the poor...” -Jesus

J

esus said: “I am the vine, you are the branches. Those who abide in me and I in them,
they are those that bear much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing.”
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Established November 3, 1993
Volume 19 Number 2
The Hartford Catholic Worker is published bimonthly by the St. Martin De Porres
Catholic Worker community. We are a lay community of Catholics and like minded friends,
living in the north end of Hartford, working and praying for an end to violence and poverty.
We are not a “tax-exempt” agency. We do not accept government funding. Our ability to
house the homeless, feed the hungry, and work with the children depends on contributions
from our readers. We are not paid. We can be reached at: 18 Clark St., Hartford CT 06120;
(860) 724-7066, doucot@sbcglobal.net and www.hartfordcatholicworker.org We are: Brian
Kavanagh, Kirstie Dodd, Jacqueline, Christopher, Micah and Ammon Allen-Doucot.

Easter Appeal

Dear Friends and Supporters,
The Hartford Catholic Worker operates on a shoestring budget trying to feed the hungry, shelter the homeless, work with
children and build community as inexpensively as possible. But still, the heat, the lights, the food, the vehicles, summer
camp and field trips come at a financial cost. During most of the calendar year we squeak by, but every Spring we struggle
mightily to keep the lights on and so we again turn to you for help. If you haven’t sent a check in support of our work for a
while- now would be a good time! Several of our supporters have arranged with their banks for a check to be sent automatically every month. If you’re one of those generous souls thanks a ton for providing us with some peace of mind and predictability in our budgeting. If you’re not one of those souls please consider joining them.
If you have never been here before consider coming by some Saturday morning to meet the kids and join us for lunch, or
maybe you can help Kirstie and Amanda this summer with activities and snacks for the kids not at camp. You are also welcomed to join us for our monthly Mass on the first Tuesday of every month (except July and August) at 7:30 PM. When we
pray there is never a second collection but always a second helping of blessings. Thank-you for blessing us with your time,
talent and treasure.W

Bria n Kavanagh

Climbing the Steps to Nowhere

Ammo n Al l e n-Doucot

When we were in Haiti our group spent
the first half of the week at Hospice Saint
Joseph. Half of the building we stayed in
had collapsed during the earthquake, so
when I walked up the stairs the first thing
I saw were three steps that at one point had
led to another part of the building. That part
had fallen down so now whenever a person
comes up the stairs to that first landing they
are faced with these “steps to nowhere”.
These steps quickly took hold in my
mind as a metaphor for
the trips I had gone on in
recent months. I had taken
these steps, forged relationships, raised awareness and
brought supplies, but despite
all of this I couldn’t do much
more. Once I was in these
countries I was faced with
learning about the country,
but in my eyes I had learned
what I needed, I knew what
needed to be known and now
I wanted to work, I wanted to
get hands on, I wanted to do
something big.
Unfortunately for me, I am only 16; I’m
a teenager and have little to no control over
my life. This means that as much as I would
like to abandon my high school education
and move to Haiti and spend my day simply
moving rubble out of the streets or playing dominoes with the kids, I can’t. When
I got back to the United States I continued
on these steps, I talked to my pastor about
sponsoring a child’s education, I spoke at
a fundraiser, but while I was doing this
I could feel myself growing angrier and
angrier. I was angry at the world for leaving
Haiti, and so many countries like it, so economically unstable that rubble still lies in
the streets a year after the earthquake. I was
angry at the world for allowing Palestine
to be broken up and oppressed without any
massive movement to stop it. I was angry at
myself for not being more active, for sitting
in my room on Facebook and not out in the

streets of Haiti or marching for freedom in
Libya and Palestine.
But above all of this I was mad at God.
God, the almighty ruler of Heaven and
Earth, had let this happen. God had allowed
these people to suffer, and God was doing
nothing to help them. I didn’t recognize this
anger at God until I got to youth group on
Sunday and couldn’t bring myself to sing
worship songs. I stepped out a side door of
the sanctuary and sat down in front of the
church.

The rain didn’t perturb me and I basked
in what I considered the brisk weather
of the March night. I stared up at the sky
while songs of praise still emanated from
the sanctuary and I tried once again to sing
them but was still incapable. So I began to
talk to God. It’s how I pray. I just talk to
God like I would anyone else and hope for
the best. I told God I wanted to believe in
him and love him, I told him that faith in
him had made my life a lot easier, but I also
told him I was beginning to doubt, that the
suffering, the pain, the sheer wrongness of
what happens to people every single day
was like a gaping wound in my faith.
So as I sat there talking into the night
I questioned God, why didn’t he use his
power to save lives, why didn’t he use his
power to change minds, and, shockingly,
he answered me. I’m not one for dramatics,
and I won’t lie to you, a lot of my praying
and discerning is weighted heavily towards
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the praying side with little for me to discern.
But I heard a voice and it answered my
question with another question: “isn’t that
why I have Christians”.
It was only the second time in my life I
had no doubt of what God wanted me to do,
the other was a year earlier when he told me
that I was going to be a pastor, and now I
knew God wanted me to devote my life, my
ministry to the suffering people around the
world. To me this meant I’d probably end
up doing something like my parents but in
a different country. But I don’t
know which is ok.
Earlier today when I was
out to breakfast with Brian I
told him about my plan to have
a church outside the country
and he told me I didn’t even
know if I would have a church,
my fate could be to do the
Works of Mercy, penniless and
without thanks, and I was not
dismayed at this prospect. I
was not upset, I was excited. In
truth a large part of me would
rather be a preacher in Smalltown, USA. But I attend a church in Smalltown, and as much as I can feel God there,
and I love my friends there, God was closer
to me when I was getting sprayed with raw
sewage in Palestine, God was closer to me
when a few Haitian kids destroyed me in
dominoes.
As much as Smalltown would be easier
for me I need the people. I was not angry
at God until I left Haiti because on a daily
basis I was inspired by the strength of their
faith, I need that inspiration. But now I
have a problem. This article is supposed
to be about what I learned from the trips
I took. So what did I learn from these two
trips? What was the major lesson that I was
supposed to write about? I don’t have one,
there’s no overarching clichéd sentence I
can use. I just know that I am going to keep
on climbing these “steps to nowhere” and if
I never find the next landing I’ll have to let
the people I find show me where it is.W

Insurrection as Reurrection

Ch risto p h e r J. Doucot

“We will win this war no matter what
we will either win it militarily or ideologically because to defeat us you will have to
become like us”
This apocryphal quote, attributed to
the Nazi war criminal Josef Goebbels, is
disturbingly resonant these days. This
decade of terror is now bookended by
misguided young people dancing in
the streets of East Jerusalem in 2001
and Washington in 2011. Their joy is
merely a fleeting spasm unleashed by
the mistaken notion that retaliation
is justice. Whereas justice is imbued
with hope that relationships will
be restored and thus things will get
better, retaliation is a dervish. Its
unilateral nature leaves those thirsting
for it unsatisfied and those subjected
to it afraid that it will revisit. Like
clashing weather systems this fear and
emptiness spawn new acts of retaliation. A society that values retaliation
is spinning out of control as the centrifugal forces of hate and vengeance
tear communities apart. This selfsustaining system of vengeance will
be broken when the formerly fearful
hunger for justice and the formerly
vengeful appeal for mercy.
The imperative of fear is now
firmly entrenched. Ten years into the
“War on Terror” (sic) it has become increasingly apparent that “terror” has the upper
hand; human beings in traditional Afghan
garb kill with improvised explosive devices
strapped to their waists, while human
beings in jacket and tie up the ante from
across the globe by killing with intricate explosive devices strapped to drones. Like the
retaliatory gang shootings we hear at night,
this back and forth doesn’t make anyone
safer, it doesn’t spread democracy, and it
doesn’t bring back the dead. It only spreads
fear and despair.
The attacks on September 11, 2001
rightly scared us. Tragically our fears were
manipulated in the ensuing days. Thoughtful voices urging reflective action were
shouted down by those urging reflexive
action. We’ve been reacting without pause
since, embracing, or acquiescing to: torture,
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ens the cowardly, dims hope, dismisses
reconciliation and denies the companionship of a God who came in a form like us so
we could be more like God.
Fear undoes the Resurrection … Faith
makes it possible.
When Jesus arrived at the home of
Jairus, apparently too late to save the
man’s dying 12 year old daughter, he
told the people mourning the girl’s
death: “Do not fear; only believe and
she shall be well.” (Luke 9:50). To
not be afraid is to shake the power of
death which compels those who doubt
to deny the sacredness of strangers
and enemies. A short while later Jesus
is more pointed telling his disciples
to “not fear those who kill the body”
(Luke 12:4). A people afraid will
not rise. A people that will not rise
cannot resist tyranny and terror. And
a people that do not resist idle in complicity with a world order that denies
the sacredness of each human life.
After Jesus counsels the disciples
not to fear those who kill the body
he warns them to “beware of those
who can cast the soul to hell” (Matt
10:28). Hell is a world where children don’t have enough to eat while
fortunes are spent devising more efficient ways to kill. Hell is a life lived
in fear. We cast ourselves to hell when
tact with it- like the people of Kut, Iraq who we choose to live in this world.
To no longer fear we need to believe in
were terrorized when 8 members of their
confidence Jesus’ declaration that the Kingcommunity were killed by American misdom is here already if we will only choose
siles on September 10, 2001. Between the
to live in it. To live in this Kingdom, and
alleged end of the first Gulf War in February 1991 and the terrorist attacks of Septem- secure our souls, we need to believe that
ber 2001, the U.S. flew more than a quarter the Spirit of God seeks refuge among us by
of a million sorties over Iraq, bombed every dwelling in each of us.
Christ Risen walks among us, healother day, and killed hundreds of civilians,
ing the lame and feeding the multitudes,
amply magnifying the fear of living under
because we, enfleshed portions of the Holy
the fist of a dictator. What have the people
of Iraq, Afghanistan and now Libya agreed Spirit, are the Mystical Body of Christ. By
our birth we perpetuate the Incarnation;
to from their seat of fear? Has their fear of
us distorted the way they see us to the same but only by choice, the choice to join in
unarmed insurrection to the violence of this
extent that our fear of them obscures our
ability to recognize our common humanity? world, do we participate in Resurrection.
The birth of every child is testament that
Osama Bin Laden effectively used
God has not given up on us; the practice of
terrorism against us because we believe in
Resurrection is our testament that we have
the power of fear. Fear contrives and fear
not given up on God- or each other.
connives. Fear festers paranoia. It emboldextra-judicial executions, kidnapping, the
suspension of Habeus Corpus, war without
declaration by Congress, and unprecedented
debt to finance war while anti-poverty
programs are cut.
The logic of fear doesn’t choose sides; it
is a legion infecting all who come into con-

The Nazi Heinrich Himmler once wrote:
“The best political weapon is the weapon of
terror. Cruelty commands respect. Men may
hate us. But, we don’t ask for their love; only
for their fear.”
Just as warm water fuels a hurricane so
too does fear feed retaliation. And just as
hurricanes dissipate as they move across dry
land so too does the vengeful urge as we
move away from fear. The power of fear is
contingent upon our consent.
In Afghanistan I met with a group of
boys and young men who have moved away
from fear by believing in their power to create a more peaceful Afghanistan. Working
with an amazing medical doctor who came
from Singapore to care for those wounded
by war, these young people have formed
a community (The Afghan Youth Peace
Volunteers) that is not afraid to act publicly
for peace. Coming from several of Afghanistan’s ethnic/tribal groups they celebrate the
diversity of cultures while affirming each
other’s underlying humanity.
They are informed by Gandhi, sustained
by the Koran, and nourished by each other.
The AYPV are also inspired by the nonvio-

lent revolution in Egypt where ordinary
Egyptians shed their yoke by first shedding
their fear. Revolutions, like Resurrections,
begin with people unafraid. The regime
in Egypt which oppressed for forty years
was doomed the moment the people in
Tahir Square no longer feared those who
could kill their bodies. The Taliban and the
American backed Karzai government are
similarly doomed if the fearlessness of the
AYPV spreads.
To be sure, the AYPV are not naïve;

some have witnessed family mem5
bers killed by the Taliban, others
have lost family to American bombings.
They do not fear because they believe in the
power of love. A fourteen year old among
them told me: “We been fighting for so
many years and all we got was bloodshed.
We are tired.” Out of this weariness they
have begun asking their countrymen and
women: “Why Not Love?”
It’s a question we must ask ourselves if
we hope to practice Resurrection.W

The Hollywood elitist-dazzle of Osama Bib Laden and
Barack Hussein Obama

By Afghan Youth Peace Volunteers

Does the distant assasination of ONE
man alter the suffering of the Afghan
masses who live under the threat of multidirectional assasinations?
We have been ‘educated’ to accept the
comic-book scenario that a few men are
responsible for the ‘evil’ or ‘good’ of the

whole world. It’s childish.
Killing Osama does not take away the
hate, poverty or greed that drives many to
destructive behaviour. It also does not take
away the military-industrial complex that
thrives on finding perpetual ‘enemies’.
We need to equally question both violent systems, the system that sends deadly

suicide bombers and the system that sends
deadly drones.
Afghans do not like Osama at all. But
Afghans also do not like the night raids or the
Afghan Local Police program which the US
has unleashed. Afghans detest corruption and
economic inequality. And these were definitely not vices solely practiced by Osama.W

What the Ordinary People of Afghanistan Want
By Afghan Youth Peace Volunteers

Ordinary People everywhere want options, nonviolent options for the People, options to end the wars that are killing them.
Because the world hasn’t clearly heard
what the ordinary People of Afghanistan
want, please listen again!
The ordinary people of Afghanistan
wish to live without wars.
The ordinary people of Afghanistan
do not want the ‘Taliban’ or the ‘Al-Qaeda’ to rule them.
They do not want the current corrupt

Afghan government or war-and-druglords to rule them.
They do not want neighboring and
regional countries to rule them.
They do not want the US/NATO
forces to rule them, far less to over-stay
permanently or kill them!
So we say to all..
Stop sending our killers your glittery
money.
Stop sending our killers your jittery
weapons.
Stop sending our killers your wealthy
politicians.

Stop forcing on us NO OTHER OPTIONS, making us ‘resign’ to the least bad
of the equally Violent Powers, all of whom
we do not want: the Taliban, the corrupt
Afghan government & drug-warlords, the
regional powerbrokers and the US/NATO
coalition forces.
If your local town has seen the death
and destruction that soldiers and leaders
from more than 50 countries separately or
in coalition have brought over 30 years,
which one person would you trust?
http://ourjourneytosmile.com

Still A Prisoner

Our friend Sedrick has been in prison
for more than 6 months now. We have
written about Sedrick (sometimes under
the alias “Greg”) often. Now in his early
20’s, we’ve known Sedrick since he was
6 or 7 years old. Sedrick is an eminently
lovable character. He is eager to please and
has both a keen eye and a quick wit. In a
different era he would have been diagnosed
as “mildly mentally retarded” (sic); in a different society his condition would not have
condemned him to laying his head on either
a living room couch or a cold steel prison
bunk. It seems that Sedrick is currently in
prison because the police believe Sedrick’s
claim that he witnessed a murder; the case
apparently has no other leads. On several
occasions prior to his arrest for allegedly
violating his probation Sedrick was dropped
at our door by plain clothes Hartford cops.
According to Sedrick, and again who
knows the truth, the police have told him
they were going to keep picking him up
until he agreed to cooperate. Sedrick insists
that he won’t testify because he’s not a
“snitch”. I think he won’t testify because I
don’t believe Sedrick saw a thing. Instead,
I think he’s heard a lot, he likes to boast, he
like to say what people around him want to
hear (see the case of Richard LaPointe or
consider the multiple exonerations of people
imprisoned after making “confessions”),
and he wants to be important. He wants
to be wanted. Don’t we all? The following

excerpts are from some recent letters
sent by “Seddie Sed” from prison. Please
remember him in your prayers.
Dear Chris,
What up popps? Ha tell everybody
I said what up black people! I got you’ll
letters and it put a smile on my face. I
love you’ll very much. Trust only if y’all
know. Ha popps I hope you’ll have a
happie church service pray for me. Ha
Chris think you 4 sending me some cash I
appresheate it… Popps tell the kids I said
thinking you for the pictures I like them.
Kirstie I hang in there my chess game
is always on point. Your getting a good
work-out by shoveling snow. I wish I was
there to help you’ll. Jackie I love you
your like a mom I never had that I wish I
had. …
Dear Chris,
What’s good Chris and the family
it’s your boy Sedrick. These bum sorry
ass wite people sent your boy up too
Northern a maximum bilding. This [bad
word] is harsh trush me popps. Tell
everybody I said I love them. These [very
bad word] faces trying too break me not
going to happen. Ha popps they give me
lose of phone for 60 days… but I’m going
to write you when I need to ask you something ok popps. Ha I got the money you
sent me I appresheate itt very much think
you a lot. I spent $10 dollars on food and
things I need. I was wounding I go back
to court on march 9 is there
anyway you could show up
there I’ll love itt… Chris I
wish I could chang back the
hands of time when I used
to live with you’ll. I wish I
never [very bad word] itt
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up at that time
only if you know
how much I
think about it all
the time. I say
[very bad word]
to myself all the
time and stupied
me I wish I
could chang time
popps. I love
you’ll. L.O.L. I
say in my mind
I love you’ll all
the time. Chris
is they any wan
you could go too
the book store
and send me the
G.E.D. book…
and some hood
books…
Dear Chris,
Ha Chris! Tell everybody I said much love.
Chris I miss being home a lot… Chris please
tell brain I miss him a lot. I’ll always keep my
chain up in this [bad word] hole. Tell Ammen I’m the best in chess step his game up a
lot.. Please tell Jackie I miss being a wise ass
L.O.L. tell her I love her. Chris I read the hole
James Patterson book… I got lose of the phon
till 9.26.2011… write back…
Dear Chris
Chris I hope something good happen at my
next court date but you know these people…
Chris this [bad word] ant for me not one bitt,
I’m not coming back to this hell hole… I appresheate everything you and the family did for
me think a lot
Love Sed..
p.s. love you Chris… write back.

Required Reading

Slavery By Another Name by Douglass Blackmon and
The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander

Required Listening

Prison Economics Help Drive Ariz. Immigration Law by Laura
Sullivan availble at NPR (or click above if you’re reading online)

Private Prisons: Mining the Poor for Profit
Tamara Shan tz
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Soon ICE officers were banging down their
door, and eventually Pedro was arrested and
“You are important.....to CCA”. As we
the Guzman family’s long separation began.
approach the entrance to the Stewart DetenWe were honoured to journey alongside
tion Center in Lumpkin, Georgia, the first
Emily
and Logan even just for a day. As we
signs we see are brightly lettered installawaited for Pedro’s bond hearing to begin,
tions declaring how important we are to the
watched as Emily was informed that his
Corrections Corporation of America.
hearing had been delayed (even though EmThere is a chilling irony in this cheery
ily had driven from North Carolina for this
welcome. In a for-profit prison that holds
event), we caught a glimpse of the torturous
2,000 immigrant men on behalf of the Deand infuriating life they now
partment of Homelive. Emily has shown great
land Security, there
resilience and resourcefulness
are motivational postand has become a fiery advocate
ers scattered across
for immigrant rights (see www.
the entrance walls.
logansdad.com for more of their
Corporate declarastory) but there is no question
tions of how importhat this has taken a devastating
tant quality work and
toll on their family.
‘customer service’
I don’t believe that many
are to CCA. In the
Americans
are aware of the
midst of barbed wire
many issues surrounding the
fences, gun bearing
immigration detention industry
guards, and fam- or that such an industry even
ily members waiting
exists. Are we aware that corpofor their 30 minute,
rate executives from companies
glass-mediated
like CCA are responsible for
visit with a loved one,
crafting anti-immigrant bills
these polished statesuch as SB1070 in Arizona in
ments seem darkly
order to ensure continued profits?
being detained.
laughable and out of place.
Our group was inspired by the many
Pedro’s
story
is
a
tragic
example
of
the
Exactly who is important to CCA? CCA
Christians (and others!) we met in Georgia
is one of the central players in the corporate injustice being wrought by the American
who are resisting the dehumanization of the
government,
not
only
against
newcomprison industry and in the last decade, imimmigration system and who echo Moses’
migration detention has brought this corpo- ers to this nation, but also against its own
cry: “Let my people go!”. Our collective
citizens.
Pedro
was
brought
to
this
country
rate giant back from the brink of insolvency.
without documentation by his mother when challenge is to find our own place in this
With regular reports of poor conditions
work - as we seek to love the stranger and
he was 8 years old. The very short version
and abuse inside these detention centers, it
sojourner in our land.
of his story is that a couple of years ago
is clear that the immigrants being held by
On May 16th, Pedro Guzman’s sentence
his
mother
was
deported
and
unbeknownst
CCA and other corrections corporations
was overturned and he was released from
to him, his immigration status was tied to
have become a commodity to profit from
Stewart the next day. Thanks be to God
her
status.
By
this
time,
Pedro
was
marrather than vulnerable individuals seeking a
ried to an American citizen, they had a son for this victory while we continue to pray
better life for their families.
for the many people who continue to be
and he was working here with appropriOur visit to Stewart Detention center
detained.W
ate visa documentation. When his mother
was our first stop on a week-long learnTamara Shantz currently works as a
was
deported,
the
government
sent
him
a
ing trip facilitated by Anton Flores of the
Alterna Community (www.alternacommu- notice requiring him to appear in court, but campus pastor at Goshen College in Indiana.
She traveled to Georgia this past March with
nity.com). Alterna has been monitoring and they sent it to the wrong address. When he
protesting the Stewart Detention Center for missed his court date, they sent him a notice 9 students from GC to visit the Alterna Coma number of years and now runs a hospital- of deportation, again to the wrong address. munity and learn about immigration issues.
Kirs t i e Dodd

ity house near the prison where families
can stay while visiting loved ones detained
within.
As part of our visit, we had the opportunity to visit men in Stewart whose family
members could not come visit in person. We
also had the chance to meet Emily Guzman
and her son Logan as they waited for yet
another bond hearing for Emily’s husband
Pedro who is now into his 19th month of

My Appreication of the Hartford Catholic Worker!!
By Sa nia h San d ers

My name is Saniah Sanders. I’ve been
coming to the Hartford Catholic Worker
since I was about 9 or 10 years old. When
I first joined the Hartford Catholic Worker
everyone treated me like I was at home with
my own family. Everyone was nice to me

and made me feel like I was at home and I
loved that feeling. I never was mistreated
or treated unfairly. I truly appreciate Jackie
and Chris, they’re like my second parents
to me. Whenever I need someone to talk to
they’re always there for me, when I need
them and when my family needs help or is
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struggling they’re always there to help us. I
always think how would life be if I didn’t go
to th Green House or even met Jackie and
Chris! I appreciate everything the Hartford
Catholic Worker and Jackie, Chris has done
for me. I Y the Hartford Catholic Worker
House!! W

What I Like About Myself!
By Ma ry Pi p ki n

What I like about myself is, I’m respectful, caring, safe,
I’m full of ideas, I’m happy, funny, grateful and friendly.
All the things I like about myself come from my mind all
the way down to my heart and it leads me to the right path
and the right place. And I will always know God will keep me
in good hands. When I become a woman I will always know
what I should and shouldn’t do because I’m a peaceful girl.
When I cry I feel like I’m trapped in a small box and I can’t
move but I feel an angel is talking to me, saying “you’re in a
better place and no one can keep you from being here, open
your eyes you’re coming into the light.”W

My Life
By Da wn Breedlov e

My name is Dawn Breedlove. I’m a
young woman at the age of 13, born on
January 28. I’m in 7th grade middle school.
There’s a lot of things I’ve learned from
the past. I’ve been coming to the Hartford
Catholic Worker House for about six years

Ca d e n, Sa nia h an d Da wn
and so far I like this program because it’s
very important people mean a lot to me.
I’ve always got into trouble here or set a bad
example for others but I’ve grown up and
changed. I was always a follower but as the
days went by I’ve noticed that you’ll never
gonna get nowhere in life unless you be a

leader and the mistakes you make now hou
have to learn from them. Some more things
about my life: I love to go shopping, when I
grow up I wanna be a pediatrician- which is
a doctor for kids ‘til they’re grown enough
to also have a family. Well, you know somethings about me, so that’s all. W

Advice to a Girl

b y Sara Teasda l e

No one worth possessing
Can be quite possessed;
Lay that on your heart,
My young angry dear;
This truth, this hard and precious stone,
Lay it on your hot cheek,
Let it hide your tear.
Hold it like a crystal
When you are alone
And gaze in the depths of the icy stone.
Long, look long and you will be blessed:
No one worth possessing
Can be quite possessedW

Ma ry an d Da wn

party at St. James Episcopal on farmington
Ave in West Hartford. We promise to show
you a good time!
Despite all the whining we really do
believe that God has taken great care of
us over the last 18 years. Because God has
loved us, and been so generous to us, we are
able to pass that love and care on to many
people here in the North End. We do that in
your name and with your financial help.
     Again and again we are grateful to those
who respond to our cries for help. We are
trying to broaden our base of funding and
outreach. We are open to any ideas
for future events and activities and
we invite anyone who is interested
to join us at the next meeting of
our brand new fund raising committee.
   Meantime we pray hard. We
pray for the hungry and homeless,
the tortured, the children alive
and bright shining with the love
of life and joy of the Holy Spirit.
We pray for the soul of Osama
Bin Laden and for those in high
places that denied the “least of our
brothers” a chance to repent of
his war crimes and practiced their
own. We plant trees....over 11 on
this street for Earth day (thank
you Knox Park foundation). We

At a Sacrifice

b y Pet e r Ma u ri n

celebrate another group of our Seniors, including our son Micah, who will be defying
the statistics of the ‘hood and graduating in
June.
We practice resurrection as we stand
with our neighbors and friends who share
despite their own poverty -Chris has been
the recipient of an amazing amount of
barbecued ribs this past week. We sing and
mourn at the sub base on Good Friday. We
repent submarines that waste billions of
dollars and are worshiped while Christ is
crucified in the bodies of the poor, the imprisoned, those without education, healthcare or hope.
We watch the little boys we have raised

Easy Essays

In the first centuries
of Christianity
the hungry were fed
at a personal sacrifice,
the naked were clothed
at a personal sacrifice,
the homeless were sheltered
at a personal sacrifice.
And because the poor
were fed, clothed and sheltered
at a personal sacrifice,
the pagans used to say
about the Christians
“See how they love each other.”

In our own day
the poor are no longer
fed, clothed and sheltered
at a personal sacrifice,
but at the expense
of the taxpayers.
And because the poor
are no longer
fed, clothed and sheltered
the pagans say about the Christians
“See how they pass the buck.”

grow into fine young men that help
9
us to raise more little boys and girls.
We pray for and with new friends that were
made on trips to Haiti (thank you Bozza’s)
Palestine.and Afghanistan. We pray for the
day that the people of the Earth realize God
has given us bounty for everyone...and when
we share that bounty there is enough for all.
     “Community is first of all a quality of the
heart. It grows from the spiritual knowledge that we are alive not for ourselves but
for one another.”
Henri NouwenW

What the Catholic Worker
Believes

Notes, cont.

The Catholic Worker believes
in the gentle personalism
of traditional Catholicism
The Catholic Worker believes
in the personal obligation
of looking after
the needs of our brothers and sisters.
The Catholic Worker believes
in the daily practice
of the Works of Mercy.
The Catholic Worker believes
in Houses of Hospitality
for the immediate relief
of those who are in need...
The Catholic Worker believes
in creating a new society
within the shell of the old...

(860) 724-7066

Hartford, CT 06120

18 Clark St.
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Notes From De Porres House
Jacq u e l i n e Al l e n-Doucot

“Dear God,
I am so afraid to open my clenched fists!
Who will I be when I have nothing left to
hold on to?
Who will I be when I stand before you with
empty hands?
Please help me to gradually open my
hands
and to discover that I am not what I
own,
but what you want to give me.
And what you want to give me is love,
unconditional, everlasting love.
Amen.”
Henri Nouwen
There is one thing that we seem to
have plenty of at the Hartford Catholic
Worker...Love. Everything else seems in
pretty short supply. (Actually we seem
to be okay in the bagel department...but
I digress).
This has been a very hard year
for our community. We have recently
learned that Brian needs to have open
heart surgery. He is on “chair rest” until
a pre-op angiogram lets them know his
heart is strong enough to operate, and
we await a date for surgery. Mr Kavanagh
insists that I tell readers that “God is good
and I still have my good looks”.
I am finally having surgery for my ears
after 2 years of walking around with ear
infections. God is good to me also, but I
never did have good looks and do not miss

college needs to pay the bills. Now we are
short on tuition.
Last month we got 2 separate phone
calls that our 2 sons had been taken to by
ambulance to the hospital with concussions sustained in separate incidents. They
are fine now, but that evening we
sent out a letter to our extended
community begging for help. Our
community is an amazing network
of beautiful people who came and
still come to help us during this
rough time. We are so grateful for
the strength and commitment of so
many good people.
The IRS has received our application for non -profit status. We
pray that we are granted the status
and that Chris will be off the hook
and 18 years of donations won’t be
counted as his income. We know
that soon school will be out and we
will begin to prepare for summer
camp and the summer program here
in Hartford. With the recent spate of
teen shootings we are more earnest
Jacq u e l i n e Al l e n-Doucot
than ever to keep our teen mentoring going strong. (ed. note: Please
pray for Daylon who was shot as we went to
we are very tired of the constant stress of
press.) All of this is to say that we are once
begging from month to month.
again begging you to help us through what
It seems like we are constantly harassing people for financial support. At the time is always our hardest financial time of the
of this writing we are in debt and are using year. If you are locals, please consider joining us on June 4th for our fundraiser dance
money from Chris’ teaching job at CCSU
that we hoped to put aside for Micah’s
them. (ed. note: I think she’s beautiful!) We
are short on energy! The economy has left
us short on food and money donations to
keep the work going. Because times are
hard there are more and more families seeking food and clothing and shelter. Frankly

(Please see: Notes, p9)

